Official document on GRSP is GRSP-48-42

Work of this morning:
Read again CRS 23-2 (based on 48/42 including language correction from DFT) and complete with new amendments, if necessary, to prepare an amendment of this document
§ 6.3.5

- Compromise of CLEPA and OICA representatives for dimensions of support Leg
  - $Z_{\text{short}}$ to [220 or 240]
  - $Z_{\text{long}}$ to 490 (without brackets)
  - $X_{\text{short}}$ to []
  - $X_{\text{long}}$ to []
  + tolerances on all these 4 dimensions
ACTION LIST (1)

• Definition of Isize ?
• Pitch angle ???
• §4 – Marking → proposal from CLEPA on logo with (or without) use of airbag?
• §5 – solution for issue on Double approval
• §6.3.5 – new sentences from Erik S.
• §6.6.4.2 - new sentence from Jim H.
ACTION LIST (2)

- §7.3 – Test bench cushion – secretary will contact Kees W.
- §4.5 and §14.2.8 – logo for non use of forward facing before 15m
- Annex 7 – New corridor by François R.